ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTION

B & T manufactures some of the highest quality Flow Tubes on the market. Each Flow Tube is precision drilled from 4140 raw stock and maintains tolerances of .002” in every line size. Every tube is measured with certified pin gauges to ensure precision throughout the body, not just at the ends.

Single sided wrench flats are milled and stamped with the line size so the customer will never have to measure or guess the size of a tube, even after repeated use.

As with all B & T parts, full traceability is available for every tube and documentation can be provided if required. Upon customer request each Flow Tube may be treated in a Kolene® nitrocarburization process that adds corrosion and wear resistance.
We currently manufacture the above line sizes but other sizes may be available upon request.

All Specification Tables contain approximated dimensions and should be used for reference only.